
ON CURVATURES OF SPACES WITH NORMAL
GENERAL CONNECTIONS, II

BY TOMINOSUKE OTSUKI

In this paper, the author makes a formula (§ 2) related to the curvature tensors
of a normal general connection γ and BγB, where B is a tensor field of type (1, 1)
satisfying some conditions, making use of the results in a previous paper [14], and
then he shows that the formula applied to the case in which γ is a classical affine
connection is a generalization of the Gauss' equations in the theory of subspaces
of Riemannian geometry (§4). He also shows that regarding the set of general
connections as a vector space over the algebra of all tensor fields of type (1, 1), the
calculations in connection with the above purpose can be simplified.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let 36 be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold. Let γ be a general connec-
tion given on 36 which is written in terms of local coordinates ul of 36 as

(1.1) γ=duj®(Pίd*u*+Γihdu*®duh\

where duj = d/duj. We denote the tensor of type (1, 1) with local components P{ by
λ(γ) and denote the components P{, Γ{h of γ with respect to ul by PKγ), ΓJ

itl(γ)
respectively, in case of treating several general connections. Let Q~duj®Qldul be
a tensor of type (1,1), then the products Qγ and γQ of γ and Q are general con-
nections given by

(1.2)

and

(L3)

that is

(1.20

and

(1.30

LEMMA 1.1. Let γ be a general connection and Q=duj<S)Qldul be a tensor field.
The covariant derivatives Q{ιh of Q{ with respect to γ can be written as

Received July 17, 1963.
1) See [11], §1.
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(1-4) Qί.Λ=ΠΛ(r^(r)-WOr)
Proof. By virture of (2. 15) in [7], we have by definition

where we put

^ω=^w-^
The right of the above equation can be written as

% ) j i
β h

LEMMA 1. 2. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that the tensor field
I with the components δ* is covariantly constant with respect to a general connec-
tion γ is that γ is commutative with %).

Proof. By means of LEMMA 1.1, we have

(1. 5) olh=Γ

and

These relations lead to the assertion of this lemma. q.e.d.

By (6. 28) in [7], the components of the curvature tensor of γ are given by

Rijhk = 1

(1.6)

Now, let γ be normal and let Q be the tensor such that Q is the inverse of
P on its image and identical with P on its kernel regarding P as a homomorphism
of the tangent bundle T(%) of 36. Then the components 'Ri'hk and "/?*'«, of the
curvature tensors of the contravariant part 'γ=Qr and the co variant part "γ=γQ
of γ can be written respectively as2)

(1.7) 'R^^

and

( d"Γl ?>"Γl \mk mk [ flΓl ifΓt f / Γ l f / Γ t ) Am
~~^h fiuk ~T~ * th * mk— l tk J- mh]Λt,

2) See [14], LEMMAS 2.1 and 2. 2.
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where we put Tlh=nh(
fγ), //Γ}h=Γ{h(

//γ) and A=PQ=QP is the canonical pro-
jection of the normal general connection γ.

Putting N=l— A, we have

(1.9) 'Wh=NίΓ\h = Γ{h(Nr) and ''Nih=ΛihNl = Γ

Let 'D and "Ό be the co variant differential operators of fγ and "γ respectively. By
means of LEMMA 1.1 and Z('γ)=λ("γ)=A, we have

and

"DP*

that is

(1.10) * =Γ{h(QγP-Aγ) and

Accordingly, we get from (1. 9) and (1.10)

"T)P3

(1.11) —^-'Nih=Γih(QrP~γ) and -— '-

Now, making use of these relations for (3. 3) in [14], we have

hence

Rt>M=PlPΐRm

l

hk

(1. 12)

Analogously, from (3.6) in [14], we get

J?Λ*=PΓΛ»'MPϊl

(1.13)
+Γ{h(PϊN)Γ\!c(Nr )-Γ{k(PγN)Γ\h(Nϊ ).

3) Since λ(γN)=PN=0, γN is a tensor of type (1, 2). The second term can be written
as Γlh(rN}Γlk(NrP}.
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§2. The curvature tensor of a general connection BγB.

Let γ be a normal general connection on 36 as in § 1. Let B be a projection of
T(36) such that

(2.1) AB = BA.

Putting

(2. 2) Ά = AB,

Ά is a projection of Γ(£) such that

(2.3) AA=AA=Ά, BA=AB=Ά, NA=ΆN=Q, NB=BN=B~A.
Let be assumed furthermore that

(2.4) PB = BP,

then we have easily

(25) PA = AP, QB=BQ, QA = AQ, QN=NQ,

where N=l-AB.
Now, let us consider a general connection ?~BγB, then f is normal, because

putting

(2.6) P=λ(γ) = BPB and Q=BQB,

we have easily

PQ=QP=Ά, PN=NP=Q.

Now, let 'r = Qr and "γ =rQ be the contravariant part and the covariant part
of the normal general connection γ. By virtue of (2. 5), we get easily

(2.7) 'f=Qf=B(Qr)B=B('r}B and "f=fQ=B(rQ)B=B("T)B.

Let ^i'Λjfc and "/sV^ be the components of the curvature tensors of the con-
travariant part and the covariant part of the general connection γ respectively. By
means of (1. 20, (1. 30 and

λ('f)=Bλ('r)B=BAB= A,

we have

3uh
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Making use of (2.3) we get easily

_ Άjj
(2. 8) 'Λ'ih=Ai'ΛthBl-Ni -±

Applying the formula (1.7) for the contravariant part 'f of f, we have

( a/ Jι x Jί \
U 71™fc _ ° y l™ft- _|_ /^Z / Jί —M« 'yϊ"4 ) J4m.

3^^- 3^fc ί;t mfc ί fc m/7 τ'

Substituting (2. 8) into the right, it can be written as

/Ki^=ByRqp,,^i-Άί^AίhN p + '-^

On the other hand, we have

and

Making use of these, the above equation can be written as

+

We have

and

since A(/7'Λ) = A(Q^) = (^Q)r^=Qr^:=/r^ Therefore, the right of the above equa-
tion can be written as

'R*κ*=B'p'Rfh&ϊ-Γl>h(ΆQγN)nk(QγΆ)+^^^

Now, regarding the second term and the third term of the right of the equation,
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Γ{h(AQγN) are the components of a tensor of type (1, 2) but Γfh(QγΛ) are not so,
because λ(ΆQrN)=AQPN=ΆAN=AN=0 but λ(QrA)=QPA = Άj=0. Since AQγN
is a tensor and Nί=N, we have

and since λ(NQγA)—NA=0, NQγA is a tensor. Accordingly, we have the formula
of 'Rt'hk in tensorial form as follows:

(2.9) 'R^^Bί'R^

Analogously, we obtain

(2. 10) "&,*.= B>p" Rqv

Lastly, making use of (2. 9) and (1. 12), we compute the components of RI'IΛ of
the curvature tensor of the general connection f=BγB in terms of the components
of γ and B. We have easily

fp_p f=j

fN=βγNB, NfP=BNγPB.

Accordingly, we have

+Γ{h(γP-Pf)Γlk(QfP-γ )~Γ{k(fP-Pγ)Γih(QfP-f)

+Γ{h(γN)Γ\k(NfP)-Γ{k(fN)Γ\h(NfP)

By virtue of (1. 12), the right of the equation can be written as

-B)NrPB)

By means of (2.2)~(2.5), we have P2AQrN=PBr (l-AB) and NQγΛP=Q(l-AB)
γBP. Making use of the property that the general connections in the parentheses
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belonging to each Γ{h of the right of the above equation are tensors and simply
writing ΓiιΛ(γ1)Γl

ik(γΐ) by {7-1} {7-2}, we can take the following changes:

-{BγN}{(l-B)NrPB}

-{PBr(l-AB)}{Q(l-AB)rBP}

= -{Bγ(l-B)P-PBr(l-B)}{QrBP-rB}

-{Br(l-B)}{(l-A)rBP}-{PBr(l-B)}{Qa-B)rBP}

= -{Br(l-B)}{PQγBP-PγB+(l-A)rBP}

+ {PBr(l-B)}{QrBP-rB-Q(l-B)rBP}

= -{Br(l-B)}{(l-B)rBP}-{PBr(l-B)}{(l-B-)rB}

+ {Bγ(l-B)}{P(l-B)rB}.

Thus, we obtain a formula showing a relation between the curvatures of the
normal general connections γ and BγB:

(2. 11)
-{r

+Γ{n

§3. Induced general connections.

Let γ be a general connection of £ given by (1. 1) in terms of local coordinates
ur of %. Let 9) be an w-dimensional submanifold of £ with the imbedding map
c. 2HX.

Let us take a field Z of (n—m) -dimensional tangent subspaces of 36 given on
c(ty) such that t*(Ty(yί) and Z(e(y)) is complement with each other in Tί(y)(36) for
any point y of $. In local coodinates va, α=l, •••, m, of ?), let c be written as

(3. 1) «-> = uJ(va).

Let (Xa, Xλ}, a=l, •••, m, λ=m+l, •••, n, be a local field of n-frames of 36 on c(ty)
such that

(3.2) Xa=Xίd/du>, Xϊ=duJ/dv« and Xλ=Xtf/du>eZ

and {Fα, F'1} with local components F", FJ, be its dual. Then, we say the general
connection of $:

(3. 3)

4) For the differential forms d2ul of order 2, ι*dzul are naturally defined by

dva
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the induced general connection on 2) from γ by means of the complementary field
Z. We can easily prove that the general connection γ* does not depend on the
local coordinates ul, va and it is determined only by the submanifold 0, $) of 36, Z
and γ.

THEOREM 1. Let (c, ?)) be an m dimensional submanifold of H and Z be afield
of tangent subspaces of # defined on c(y$) complementary to c*(T(*Q). Let γ b^ a
general connection of 36 and B be a projection of T(36) such that the image and the
kernel of B at each point of t(ty) are identical with the tangent space of t(*Q) and
Z, respectively. Let γ* and (BγB)* be the induced general connections on 2) from γ
and BγB by means of Z, respectively. Then, we have γ* = (BγB)*.

Proof. By the assumptions in the theorem, we have

(3.4) B{Xi=Xi and

on c(ty), hence we have

(3.5) Bi

On the other hand, representing γ by (1. 1), BγB can be written in terms of local
coordinates as

hence we have

Since ε*(Bk.duί)=Bk.Xi

adva=Xϊdva=c*duk, we get

(BγB)* = dva®Ylc*{Pl

kd*uk+Γl

khduk®duh} = γ*. q.e.d.

THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions in THEOREM 1, let Ri3hk be the components
of the curvature tensor of the general connection BγB, then YjRiJhkXlX%Xi are
the components of the curvature tensor of the induced general connection γ*.

Proof. Let us take a family of m-dimensional surfaces such that it is written as

(3.6) u'=u*(vl, •••, vm; vm+1, ••-, vn}

which are identical with (3.1), when vn^1= ' = vn=0, and the family simply covers
a neighborhood of 36. Then, v1, '- ,vn can be regarded as local coordinates of 36.
Making use of the coordinates, we have on the surface ι(ty)

XJ

a=δϊ, Bί=δl, Bl=Q, Yί=δβ

a, a, β=l, •••, m\ λ=m+l, •••, n.

Now, we put

then we get on the surface
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Γ J. Έ>λ
iJ — Dl

and so

mτ -*• iτL mo

P _rβ ΓP
δτ ^ ^^ δσ

where indices /, m run on 1, 2, •••, n and indices α, β, ,̂ σ, τ, <o run on 1, 2, •••, m.
On the other hand, in the local coordinates v1 ••• vm of ?), (BγB)* can be written

as

Hence, the components of the curvature tensor of (BγB)*=γ* with respect to the
coordinates va are Ra

β

στ. Accordingly, if Rij

hk are the components of the curvature
tensor of BγB with respect to the coordinates u1, •••, un, they are given by

kXlXϊX*. q.e.d.

§4. The Gauss' equation and the general connection BγB.

In this section, we apply the formula (2. 11) to the case, in which γ is an affine
connection, that is λ(γ)=l... Then p=Q=A = I, (2.11) turns in

(Bγ(l-B»Γ*ih((l-B)γB).

Now, Bγ(l—B) and (l-B)γB are tensors of type (1, 2). We write the com-
ponents of these tensors in terms of γ. By means of LEMMA 1.1, we have

Hence, the above equation can be written as

(4. 1) ^«=βί(
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Now, let 2) be an w-dimensional submanifold of 36 with the imbedding map
c: ?H ae such that t*(Ty(ψ), ysty, is the image of 7 (̂36) under B. Let <($) be
locally written by (3. 1) and let {Xa, Xλ}> a=l, •••, m, λ=m+l, •••, w, be a local field
of ^-frames of 36 such that B(Xa)=Xa, B(Xλ) = 0 and putting Xa =
XΛ=Xίd/du>, Xί=du>/dva on *($). Taking the dual frame {F«, y^}, y«

we have

Bϊ=XiYl and

Since we have

B'pBlhB'q.kBί=Bl(X*ίYl)»(Xl

PYV^

we get from (4. 1) the equation

YjRShkXίXϊX
(4.2)

Putting

we get

(4. 4)

α, β, <τ, r=l, 2, •••, m; λ=m+l, •••, «.

As is well known, on <$) #$, //^)α are the components of the second fundamental
tensor of the surface c(ty), in case of Riemannian geometry. By virtue of THEOREM
2, the left of (4. 4) are the components of the curvature tensor of the induced connec-
tion γ* from γ on 9) by means of the field l—B. Accordingly, the formula (4.4)
is the Gauss' equation in classical differential geometry. Thus, we can regard the
formula (2. 11) as a generalization of the Gauss' equation.
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